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Introduction 

The Value Added Tax (VAT) is a tax that has become popular across the world with more than 100 

countries having already introduced it. Tax policy experts and tax administrators alike tend to prefer a VAT because 

of particular reasons. First, ~e VAT has a self-monitoring mechanism which assists tax administration. Second, the 

VAT, if appropriately structured, eliminates distortions in decisions by producers that arise from taxation of inputs. 

Most countries have the VAT at the level of central government. Latin American countries were among the 

early implementers of the VAT beginning with Brazil which introduced it in the 1960s (Shome, 1992). Asian and 

African countries have followed. A VAT at the level of the central government is not as much of a challenge, 

however. as introducing a VAT at the state/provincial level. This is because a state level VAT should ideally capture 

interstate sales in the VAT base. Brazil and Canada have done so. Others such as Argentina and India are 

attempting to do the same. Indian states have tentatively agreed to introduce a VAT in April 2002 though the base 
. . 

being thought of so far has been intrastate sales. that is, any state's VAT would fall on trade within the boundary of 

that state alone. In that context, several states are initiating preparation for implementing a VAT. Obviously, an 

important and necessary step would be to inciude interstate trade u~er the VAT base. 

In what follows, first. the economic principles ·underlying the _ VAT are described. Second, a timetable 

leading to implementation of a full VAT is charted. Third. a framework for calculations for correct revenue 

implications of introducing ~ VAT that would replace the sales tax is specified. The framework could accommodate 

alternative rate and base structures of a potential VAT. 

The place of a VAT in a particular state among other state VATs is of special concern. This aspect is 

analysed in the context of further action needed to harmonise VATs across states. Possible alternative treatments 

to bring in interstate sales within the base of an eventual VAT covering all states is also addressed in some detail. 

Principles of VAT 

The VAT is a tax on the consumption of goods and services. The VAT is usually of the type in which the 

v~lue added in each. stage of production and distribution is attempted to be taxed. When the value added in the 
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• 
process of production and distribution of a commodity is added up to the retail stage, it results in the retail value of 

the product. Thus a VAT is equivalent to a retail sales tax (RST) on a commodity. (McMorran, 1995) The RST is 

collected only from the consumer when he buys the final product. If a tax administration could collect the tax only 

from the retail stage, then a VAT would not be necessary. This is what the states do in the United States. 

If dealers and retailers are mainly small entrepreneurs, it may be difficult for tax administrators to target all 

of them. it is likely that many dealers and retailers would escape the tax net. Then it may be worthwhile to divide up 

the collection of the RST into various stages. This is what the VAT does as is explained below. 

Table 1 provides a simple tabular example. It indicates that, if there is a 10% RST on a steel plate priced at 

Rs.250, the retailer would collect Rs.25 (see Column 7) from the consumer upon purchase of the plate, and pass 

the full amount on to the tax administration (CCT). Thus CCT would target only the retailer for collection purposes. 

The post-tax retail price is Rs.275 ( = 250 + 25). 

In India, though the Constitution allow:; states to impose an RST, no state is able to carry out such an 

onerous task since retailers are often small entrepreneurs. Instead, CCT imposes the sales tax on the value of 

manufacturing plus a pre-determined dealers' margin. In the process, (some or much of) the value addition in a 
., 

commodity beyond the manufacturing stage is lost from the tax base. A VAT, however, should be able to capture 

most of the lost tax base because of the following reason. 

VAT collects revenue In different stages--so it has a higher revenue potential: 

VAT would collect the same Rs.25 along all stages of production and distribution of the steel plate. To 

explain this, let us focus only on the Row indicating Steel Plate (Retail) in Table 1. In the VAT system, the retailer 

continues to collect Rs.25 from the final consumer (Column 3), so the retail price continues to be Rs.275. However, 

in recognition of the fact that the retailer himself has paid a tax of Rs.20 to the manufacturer (Column 2), his 

payment of Rs.20 is considered to be an input tax for which he is entitled to a tax credit or set-off. Thus he will pay 

only Rs.5 (= 25 - 20) to CCT (Column 4). However, CCT collects a total of Rs.25 in segments from different stages 

of production and distribution (Column 4: 10,3,3,4,5). And, if CCT is unable to target the retailer. it would still collect 

Rs.20 from the earlier parts of the chain. 

Also of interest is the fact that, In general, if any segment is missed out from the middle of the chain, or if 

one stage is vertically integrated, the VAT should be able to capture the value added of the combined stages in the 

tax net. So no revenue is lost since the VAT catches up on revenue upstream. This could be worked out from Table 
1. 

To review, a · comparison of Columns 5 and 4 demonstrates that as value is added in the chain of 

production and distribution of a commodity·-in this case a steel plate--a VAT collects 10% of the value added of 

each stage, the total revenue being Rs.25. A comparison of Columns 6 and 7 reveals that, if the tax were to be 
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collected only on the retail price of Rs.250, the same revenue of Rs.25 wou,c.1 be collected from the RST (Column 7. 

last Row). In this sense, the VAT and the RST are equivalent. However, if the retailer cannot be targeted by CCT, 

the entire Rs.25 revenue from a RST would be lost. In this sense. the VAT is likely to be more revenue productive 

than the RST. 
• 

Table 1. 
Equivalence of 10% VAT and 10% RST 

(in Rupees) 

Value VATon VATon VATto VA Ret Pr. RST 
Purchase Sale Govt. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Iron Ore 100 10 10 100 
Steel Sheet 130 10 13 3 30 
Finished Steel 160 13 16 3 30 
Steel Plate (Manuf) 200 16 20 4 40 
Steel Plate (Retail) 250 20 25 5 50 
Total 250 25 275 25 

Apart from the advantage of the VAT over the RST, the VAT has several broader advantages. These 

advantages relate to both the structure of the tax as well as its manner of administration. Many developing 

countries found the RST difficult to administer and implemented substitutes instead. For example, a common form 

was to levy taxes at the manufacturing stage (on the basis of a pre-assigned sales value attributed to a good), as is . 
the current situation in the case of the Indian state-level sales tax. 

VAT eliminates economic distortions from input taxation 

Such turnover taxes are not confined to final consumer goods only. but were generally levied also on 

capital goods and intermediate products. 
1 

And their base is turnover without any offset for taxes paid on inputs 

purchased in the production process. An illustration of the above case of a steel plate would indicate why such a 

tax could be considered distortionary for the production process even if the goal to generate a revenue of 
approximately Rs.25 remained the same. 

Table 2 indicates that a 2.85 percent tax on turnover, without any credit/setoff for tax paid on input. can 

also yield about Rs.25 in revenue. However, because there is no setoff, the seller builds in his input tax into the 

price at which he sells. Thus, though the producer of steel sheet adds Rs.30 in value to the iron ore he purchases, 

he applies the 2.85 percent tax rate not on Rs.130 (100 + 30), but on his input tax inclusive price of Rs. 132.85 

1 

In India sales tax rates have been some\vhat rationalised in that final goods are taxed at a higher rate than intermediate and 
capital goods, but there is generally no input tax credit. 
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(100 + 30 + 2.85), rasulting in a revenue of f~s.3.79 at that stage· of production. In other words, the turnover tax falls 

not only on his value of output (100 + 30), but also on his input tax of Rs. 2.85. 

Value 

(1) 

Iron Ore 100 
Steel Sheet 130 
Finished Steel 160 
Steel Plate (Manuf) 200 
Steel Plate (Retail) 250 
Total 

Table 2 
Distortions of a 2.85% Turnover Tax 

(in Rupees) 

·rax Base Tax Rev2 

(3) 

100 2.85 
1J2.85 3.79 
166.64 4.75 
211.39 6.02 
2li7.41 7.62 

25.03 

Market 
Price 
(4) 

102.85 
136.64 
171.39 
217.41 
275.03 

In other words, the tax is collected not just on production value but also on the tax element in every stage 

of production and distribution. This effective "tax on a tax" (or "cascading11
) gets into the entire production· 

distribution chain. This tends to induce the producer or distributer to reallocate his resources away from the 

particular product and into those for which such a tax may not apply. That action would be entirely tax induced and 

is distortionary in the sense that it affects production decisions. The VAT avoids this kind of distortion in the 

allocation of resources because the tax paid in every stage i~ the chain gets a set-off.3 Zee (1995) has delineated 

in some oetail the theoretical underpinnings of the economic distortions caused by cascading. 

VA T's self-monitoring assists tax administration 

In addition, there is a self-monitoring element in the VAT that, in effect, becomes a helpful administration 

tool. Because an offset for input tax is not given without an invoice for purchase of input, there is an incentive to 

demand invoices for any purchase made in the ,:hain of production and distribution. Thus transactions have a 

tendency to get recorded which is not necessarily so under the RST or a turnover tax. It is sometimes questioned 

that, since usually there is a VAT threshold be.low which the invoice mechanism does not apply, how far down in 

terms of business size does the advantage of the VAT apply. 

2 Note, by comparing Tables I and 2, that the VAT could collc,;l more at the earlier stage of production than would the turnover tax. In this 
particular sense, the VAT could be more revenue productive than Lhc turnover tax for a tax structure that terminates at an earlier stage in 
the chain or production and distribution. ll i!> not difficult to llndcrstand why. In the early ,;tagc of production tl _.; value/ value added is 
high ( I 00). The VAT. ,vhich has a higher revenue neutral rate ( l O pcrccnl in our cxa1nple) than the turnover tax (2.85 percent in our 
exan1plc), \\·ould therefore extract more revenue than w,.1uld lhc turnover lax. Yet, lhe VAT would remain a more efficient tax since it 
gives input l:L'X credit. 

1 It is also 0 1· interest to note that a turnover tax taxes U1<: valllc ud<lcd repeatedly. Thus, after taxing the base of 130 in the second stage 
(steel sheet), the third stage lfinished steel) taxes the base l,f 160 (co,nprising 130 of the already taxed previous stage plus the value 
added of 30 gcncralcd in the newest stage). Though lh is docs not cotnprisc "tax on tax", it nevertheless results in multiple stage lax.at ion 
of the san1e value added, causing inefficiencies con1parablc tc, those of cascading. 
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Even in the case of a VA 1· threshold. ho\.vever. there is an incentive for those below the threshold to opt into the 

VAT system since, as long as they remain below the threshold, businesses purchasing from them cannot use their 

invoices for the purpose of crcdit/sctoff. Thus s1nall businessrnen may find their sales falling behind the rest of the 
, 

;ad us try. One solution for thern ,voukl be to opt into the V A'I' systcrn ('fait. 1991 ). 

The extent to which invoices should be cross-checked has been a matter of debate. When Korea 

introduced on VAT. it attempted to cross check every invoice resulting in maintenance of voluminous records at 

considerable administrative cost. Eventually such a practice had to be given up. In the case of China·s 1,80,000 

VAT payers, 10 million invoices were cross checked in 1999/2000, of which 10,000 were found to be fraudulent (i.e. 

1 in 1000). Chinese authorities continue to feel that a high incidence of cross checking is an excellent control 

mechanism and has resulted in a high VAT elasticity. They feel that cross checks should be given a high priority 

since they are feasible, given the advances in technology, and that they will assume even greater importance once 

e-commerce becomes a part of the VAT base. In general, however. once an initial experimental phase of a high 

incidence of cross-checking successfully establishes acceptable levels of VAT compliance. a more practical and 

recommendable approach would be to scrutinise invoices carefully only during selective audit. Otherwise, 

administration of the VAT would tend to become too burdensome. Of course, unless fraudulent cases are strictly 

punished, selective audit, however deep the scrutiny, will have no teeth in its effects and the self-monitoring aspect 

of the VAT would have little meaning. 

Structuring a VAT 

In the most ideal VAT case, a single rate would be enacted with a broad base inclusive of all goods and 

services except for a short negative list that would be exempted. The VAT return form would be very simple in that 

case. The taxpayer would maintain two files, one with invoices for all his sales, and another for all his invoices for 

all his purchases. At the end of each filing period, he would take the difference between all tax received on sales 

and all tax paid on purchases, and pass that on to the tax administration. 

In practice, however, countries have enacted their VATs with different degrees of complexity. In an October 

2000 meeting of an expert group on resource mobilisation organised by the UNDP4, for example, commissioners 

from various African countries elaborated on individual country experiences with respect to the rate of VAT. Benin 

has a single rate which was felt to be more manageable though it was difficult to maintain. Mali also had a single 

rate but it was felt that its recent move from a three.rate structure had led to an increase in the underground . 
economy. Cote d'Ivoire experienced reticence in moving towards a single rate from a three-rate structure th'Jtt;Jh .t 

was decided to move progressively to a single rate structure by the end of 2001. Gabon had taken the reversG 

route, moving from a single rate to a three.rate structure. And in Congo, the VAT has been debated over the last 

two years, but has not been introduced yet though, in Ghana, a VAT has recent been introduced to replace its sates 
• 
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Ad lloc E.xpert <Jroup Meeting on Strategics for hnproving Resource t...fobilisation in Developing Countries and Countries ir. Transiu1.1n, 
L!NDI'. ~fontrc.il. Canada. 
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and service tax, after a long debate that resulted in .3 single. Clearly, experiences vary across countries even in the 

·same region. Table 3 describes some cross-country coverage of the VAT in terms of number of rates, stage upto 

which covered (manufacturing, wholesale or retail), and the type of VAT (i.e. if (I) only raw materials are given input 

tax credit; or (ii) capital goods are also given full credit; or (iii) capital goods are given partial input tax credit-which .. 
are called production, consumption and incon1e type VATs respectively. Tabies 4 and 5 identify the essential 

commodities and services that are covered under the VAT. Tait (1988) discusses the appropriate VAT treatment of 

different sectors such as real estate, financial services that are more difficult to conceptualise under the VAT. 

In the case of lndia 1 complexities may oe expected resulting from additional rates and exemptions when 

states are structuring their VATs. The challenge would be to keep the rate structure simple and the base broad. In 

the best case of VAT structure, Chile collects 9'1/o of' GDP in VAT revenue with a VAT tax rate of 18%. Thus, it is 

possible to receive 1/2 X % of GDP in VAT revenut~ with an X % VAT and may be used as a benchmark. Chile's 

coverage under the VAT is extremely wide including unprocessed food. That of New Zealand is also so wide that it 

is said that'the VAT covers an individual from birth to death since even funeral services are taxed under the VAT. In 

general, countries tend to collect between 1/3 X% and 1i2 Xo/o of GDP in VAT revenue with an Xo/o VAT. A 

collection of below 1/3 Xo/o would indicate a poorly structured VAT with a narrow-base, possibly compounded by a 

high evasion rate. 

Of course, in a federal country such as India, the exclusion of interstate trade from the VAT base in the 

initial phase would add complexity to the VAT structure and is likely to dampen its revenue productivity. Interstate 

trade would have to be incorporated within the VAT structure for a robust VAT base. Recently there has been 

considerable discussion and debate over the matter in international circles and some of this will be surveyed later. 

Elements In VAT Introduction 

Comprehensive preparation is required for the introduction of VAT. Table 6 delineates various functions 

that must be addressed over a period of about 1 1 /2 years before a VAT could be introduced in an appropriate and 

adequate manner. Though several of the salient issues have been individually addressed by states that are 

preparing for a VAT (Government of Andhra Pradesh 2000; Government of Karnataka, 2000~ Government of 

Madhya Pradesh, 2001; Government of Maharashtra, 2000; and McCarten, Casanegra and Grayston, 1997, for 

Andhra Pradesh) a clear roadmap for full preparation for the VAT is not yet a common feature. Thus, it should be 

useful to discuss the nature of the issues and problems that may be expected to arise in the process of VAT 

introduction so that meaningful measures are taken to address them on the basis of such a roadmap. This is 

attempted below. 
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Policy and revenue aspects 

Entry 52 of the Constitution gives states power to levy a sales tax and a VAT would not conflict with it 

since, conceptually, any VAT would be charged at different points of sale. Nevertheless, most countries have VATs 

that include both goods and services in their base as already indicated. There is a constraint for Indian states since 
• 

services are not mentioned as a taxable event in the Constitution, except those specifically mentioned such as 

entertainment and professions. Thus it primarily falls in the residual category that is under central powers. This 

issue in relation to taxing power over services needs to be clarified further whereby powers between the centre and 

states are defined. Indeed, a Constitutional amendment may be needed for states to be able to tax services 

comprehensively. 

Under the assumption that only commodities are taxed, the approach delineated in Table 7 might be used 

to calculate the revenue potential of a VAT. A comparable method has been applied in many countries in Latin 

America and East Asia since the early 1980s. It must be kept in mind that some states may ind""~d suffer loss in 

revenue from VAT introduction reflecting the structure of their prevailing production and taxa·u\> il regimes. For 

example, if local sales of manufacturing does not dominate interstate sales, then a high VAT rate would be 

necessary under the assumption that items exported to another state would attract zero tax. 

To give another example relating output with input, Goa currently receives a much higher revenue from 

naphta·-an ingredient in fertiliser production-than the revenue it receives from fertiliser itself. This reflects the 4 

percent tax rate on the latter that the centre prescribes. Introduction of the VAT that requires refunds to be made 

would imply that Goa would have to give input tax offset on naphta. But it would remain unable to make up the 
• 

revenue loss by taxing fertiliser sufficiently. 5 These types of anomalies would show up clearly once the potential 

VAT revenue is calculated using the methodology. 

There is always a fear when a VAT Is introduced that it would have an inflationary impact. In theory, a 

revenue neutral VAT should not cause inflation since no additional revenue is bei. -~ collected. However, in practice, 

the VAT would affect some commodities with a higher tax rate than before, and others with a lower rate. It is not 

unlikely that some traders will not pass on any tax benefit on through the chain of production and distribution. This 

will obviate any beneficial price effect on these commodities. Thus there is a possibility that there will be an 

inflationary impulse from the VAT. Such an artificial passing on of inflation should be monitored in the initial stages 

of the VAT. This could be done by a VAT Monitoring Cell to be set up by CCT. Many countries have followed this 

method to keep an eye on price movements after a VAT is introduced. 

Issues regarding Operations 

All city and mofussil offices would have to address the various functions that are detailed in Table 6. Here, 

sel~cted functions are described in some detail for a flavour of the intensity of effort required, reflecting the 

s Note that the CENVAT (earHer MODVAT) at the centre docs not give cash refunds but only allows input tax credit to be offset against 
debit. This is. of course, conceptually not correct and. in practical terms, may tum out to be onerous for the taxpayer with the accumulation 
of credit. Argentina employs a similar method that has led 10 the closure of businesses due to cash flow problems. 
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experiences of many countries that have adopted the VAT. Some of these aspects are gleaned, in particular, from 
ongoing efforts in Karnataka and initiating efforts in West Bengal. 

a. Registration 

Registration above the threshold limit (say Rs. 5 takhs) should be as automatic as possible, and across the 

counter if taxpayer is already an excise or income tax payer. In case there is a possibility of evasion as in the case 

of certain commodities/activities, then some cautionary steps might be included at the moment of registration itself. 

There should be inter-departmental communication to inform regarding new registrants, facilitated by a computer 

network. Expansion of the number of taxpayers would be based on surveys. Registration forms will have been 
designed. 

b. Taxpayer Number 

The taxpayer identification number is extremely important since it will play a pivotal role in a VAT based on 

a financial control mechanism in which physical control will be minimised. A foolproof method for numbering is 

needed. The number should be available online to the dealer. A 12 digit system allowing upto 99 lakh could be 
envisaged. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 --
. 

Of the twelve spaces, 
8 

11 would be operational. The second digit could be reserved for the Professional 
. .. . . ·· .. 

Tax. The next six digits could be centrally allocated, based on: type of deafer, type of manufacturer (small scare, 

medium, large scale, exporter) and so on. The eighth digit could assign O for a taxpayer of the state's sales tax only 

and 1 for a taxpayer of this tax and Central Sales Tax (CST) on interstate trade. The ninth digit could be for type of 

enterprise (public sector unit. public limited company, private· nmited company, registered individuals, unregistered 

individuals, etc.). The tenth digit could be for form of enterprise (manufacturer, retailer, wholesaler, importer. 

exporter). The eleventh could represent a band of goods (raw material, consumer durables, processed food, 

building material, automobile, medical/pharmaceuticals. etc.). The last digit could be a fraud check. This method 

has been discussed in Karnataka. Other states such as West Bengal are examining less detailed alternatives, Goa 
and Maharashtra have not yet examined alternatives, and so on. 

Alternatively, perhaps a better method in the context of India would be for the state level VAT to use the 

Permanent Account Number (PAN) used for the central income tax whose issuance is advancing briskly and which 

could be fruitfully used, especially for cross checking purposes for interstate trade. Further, the PAN information 

base just in terms of number of registrations is much wider than is currently the case in sales tax administrations of 

states. Thus using PAN would minimise effort on the latte,..s part with useful externalities to be obtained from the 

6 

Note that each space could accommodate nine categories since the space can assign any number from I 10 9. 
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central administration to the level of stat(;s. <)f course, cooperation between the central direct tax administration 

and a coordinated state level institution as proposed above would be needed to achieve success in this effort. 

Maharashtra has expressed interest in such an approach though the idea would have to be discussed much more 

widely by states. 

c. Organisation 

The organisational set up under the VAT mu$t be based on functional classification such as Registration 

and A.ssignment of Number; Assessment; Audit; Legal/Judicial; Fraud and Penalty; Intelligence; ~n~ Man~gement 

Information System (MIS) including Statistics. The prevailing practice in all commercial tax administrations in India 

of, in effect, assigning one taxpayer to one. tax official for many functional aspects, should be abrogated. Thus 

interface between taxpayer and tax official should be minimised. A clear organogram from top to down should be 

set up that would assign enough job content to all staff. The core content of each department should be attached to 
the organogram. 

d. Types of fraud to be anticipated 

Various types of fraud could be associated with a VAT against which vigilance needs to be exercised. They 

include: (1) non registration; (2) exaggerated refund claims from dealers through the use of bogus invoices; (3) 

nonaccounting of cash purchases; (4) claims based on purchases from unregistered businesses; (5) input tax 

credit availed on exempted goods; (6) input tax credit availed against uncreditables, for example, credit claimed for 

automobiles for business purposes when used for personal purposes; (7) VAT collected on imported goods and the 

tax revenue pocketed by the seller; and (8) false export claims and lower focal sales. 

A ·host of problems that may be expected to be already present could continue unless checked. These 

include: (1) bogus dealers who exist only on paper (such as in iron and steel at present); (2) the higher the rates. 

the higher are classification. problems and higher is evasion; (3) under-reporting of sales (continuation of a current 

problem); (4) VAT collected but not remitted to authorities; and (5) barter arrangements (exchange of goods 
against goods). 

e. Steps to combat fraud 

These include various aspects including: (1) ensuring that a sound MIS is installed; (2) using MIS for data 

input from the time of registration to VAT return filing to assessment and audit (3) using MIS regularly for selective 

cross verification; (3) repetitive checking of export claims, underinvoicing, and stock verification that MIS may not 

be sufficient to handle; (4) formulating a sample/model invoice; and (5) using specific physical techniques sealing 

books of accounts for particular activities such as in the case of theatres; (6) reducing delay in reporting. That 

would need a preliminary report to be made to the officer concerned, followed by a detailed report; (7) selective 
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search and seizure operations that must, however, be kept to a minimum; (8) modifying the prevailing system of 

penalty for undervaluation that allows purchase of goods by the tax administration but is never carried out. Instead, 

the value of the commodity may be fixed, say at 30% below MRP and then a penalty applied. (9) changing the 

present penalty for transport without appropriate documentation since they are likely to be low and ineffective. (10) 
, 

Last but not the least, legislating as few VAT rates as possible would support compliance since it would reduce 

classification problems, disputes, and the taxpayer - tax official nexus. 

f. Human Resource Development (HRD) 

HRD should be concerned with specific issues such as: (1) training of officials; (2) office network; (3) 

staffing; and (4) job skills. In other words, the prevailing level of skills needs to be up:Jraded. The officer force, for 

example, may need new skills for the VAT through additional training. It is equally important for lower levels of VAT 

implementers to receive relevant training. Further, there are specific needs for VAT operations, including a need for 

a change in management approach that HRD may address. 

g. Public Relations and Meeting Dealer:;• Enquiries 

The basic concept of VAT is yet to be ftJlly c.hanneied to "internal customers" i.e. to lower level tax officials 

who have to actually apply the VAT. when implemented though in many states, most off:cc?rs upto the Assistant 

Commissioner level have been exposed to some training on the VAT. "External customers" should be approached • 

later, after the structure and operational features of the VAT are firmed up. This reflects a strategy of not confusing 
. 

the public-both manufacturers and dealers--in any way so that the popularity of the VAT is not affected adversely. 

This important step should begin with manufacturers, followed by trade bodies, tax consultants, media, and 

academics. In fact it is suggested that the syllabus 1or school children might include some familiarity with the VAT 

since some of them are already familiar with the sales tax. 

However, in addition to the above components ot preparation, it is imperative that a television campaign be 

initiated say six months prior to VAT introduction, in which a simple explanation of the VAT be made to the general 

public in a consumer friendly manner. And, for the taxpayer, the forms and simple instructions should be published 

in the English and vernacular newspapers. Some budgetary allocation would be needed for this purpose. 

To conclude, a careful review of the Time Tctble for VAT should help indicate the needed direction in which 

immediate and continuing action needs to be taken. Various states such as Goa Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh. 

Maharashtra and West Bengal are proceeding wilt their individual preparations for the VAT. Selected northern 

states are also making such preparations. Two majoi lacunae remain, however. First, the advanced states must 

work out a rnechanism to assist those states that have not yet made adequate preparations. Second, the issue of 

including interstate trade in the VAT base must be aodressed and resolved. These issues are taken up below. 
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Comparative VAT Issues for States 

States have tentatively agreed to introduce a VAT in April 2002. Several states are seriously considering a 

VAT through their own tax reform committees, expert groups, international technical assistance, or their commercial 
~ 

tax departments. While progress is being made in preparation for a VAT in several states such as Andhra Pradesh. 

Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, West Bengal and a few others, the preparation f".)r a VAT has to be 

speeded up in many states and even begin in several others. It is imperative for the Empowered Committee of 

Finance Ministers to provide guidelines and guidance to these states. Othetwise it is unlikely that all states would 

be able to implement a VAT on intra-state sales in April 2002 as they have agreed to do. Only after that would the 

question of how to include interstate trade .under the VAT be addressed as currently foreseen. 

How states n1ight be helped to design their VA Ts 

States that have not so far acted adequately on the VAT issue, should look to other states that are moving 

briskly on the matter. The latter states, in their turn, would have to take up the cause and provide technical 

assistance to the former. A forum for such provision probably needs to be set up, for example, in the form of a 

Secretariat for VAT implementation. As indicated above, some states are opening multilateral credit lines for VAT 

implementation. Others are finding ways of implementation through domestic sources. Such sources could be 

utilised to provide consistency in preparation at low cost to those states that need it. Here the Empowered 

Committee would have to play· a guiding role and discuss if an appropriate Secretariat could be set up in a state· 

capital. 

A comparative model may be cited ,n CONF AZ, an empowered committee in Brazil of state finance 

ministers that meets three to four times a year. Though the VAT is already in operation in Brazil, CONF AZ. meets 

today to coordinate rate and exemption issues among all states in Brazil's state level VAT. In India much more 

intensive work remains to be accomplished at this stage towards VAT introduction. India's Empowered Committee 

would have to examine how to bring the slower states on board and provide a forum to take them along in terms of 

actual preparation and timetable for impleinentation. 

Alternative approaches are possible. The Empowered Committee could invite the central government as 

convenor as is the case in Brazil where the central government's Deputy Minister of Finance (who is Minister for 

Taxation) acts as convenor of CONFAZ. He tends to play a facilitating role, with all action being proposed and 

enacted by the states. 

In India, now that states have already agreed to introduce the VAT, an altPrnative approach would be for 

the state finance ministers themselves to set up their own secretariat I forum I intstitution for the implementation of 

a comprehensive intra-state VAT in 2002, as wen as for subsequent monitoring of the VAT. Jn fact, it should also 

then be responsible for the future preparation and coordination of an interstate VAT. 

It 
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Interstate issues to be addressed 

Even if an intra-state VAT is implemented by all states in 2002. several lacunae would linger in the context 

of interstate issues that co u Id vitiate the VAT process unless addressed quickly . . 

a. Floor rates of sales tax 

First. given the floor rates agreed to by states for their sales tax regimes, it would be difficult to design a 

VAT that is single rated or even double rated, by any particular state. For example. a VAT structure of. say 6 

percent and 12 percent, would conflict with a sales tax floor rate of 16 percent. Thus states need to come to an 

agreement regarding new floor rates in case ar:iy particular state introduces a VAT before others. Otherwise 

renewed tax competition cannot be ruled out. The more advanced states in terms of VAT preparation have to enter 

into a quick understanding with the slower states. 

b. Treatment of interstate trade 

Second, when a comprehensive VAT 1s introduced t,y states, the treatment of interstate trade under such 

as a VAT has to be resolved. It is clear that states together have to remain intrinsically involved even though, given 

their diversity, this is not an easy task. Recently there has been some debcite in international circles regarding how 
-

to deal with interstate trade in a state-level VAT. It is worthwhile reviewing this discussion before assessing the 

alternatives available in the Indian case. 

(I) International discussion of interstate trade 

In a state-level VAT. the treatment of interstate trade poses a problem if the VAT is based on the 

"destination principle", i.e .• revenue accrues to the importing state rather than on the "origin principle", i.e., revenue 

accrues to the exporting state. If based on origin, the exporting or producing state:, while keeping the revenue. 

could .. export" the tax to the importing or consuming state. Given that the VAT is perceived as a consumption tax

it could be interpreted as an administratively efficient tax in lieu of the retail sales tax (McMorran, 1995) - revenue 

from interstate trade in the chain of production, distribution and consumption is perceived as ideally accruing to the 

importing state. That is, revenue from interstate trade should not be retained by the state in which value added is 

gener~ted but, rather, by the state in which th3t value added is used. 

It is noteworthy that this view does introduce an anomaly of sorts in the administrative links that comprise 

VAT operations. Table 1, for exarnple, wou Id indicate how the V.1.. T is generated by a particular stage in the chain. 

For example, the value added of finished steel is Rs. 30 and the VAT collected is R::;. 3. It would appear from the 

table that the authorities simply collect the revenue from the value added generated. The issue of consumption 

does not appear openly, lurking as it were under a veil. 
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As soon as it is postulated that the steel sheet is sold out of state, the question of which state keeps the Rs. 

3 revenue arises because of the VAT assuming the role of a consumption tax. If it is the importing state that keeps 

the revenue, then· the question is how the Rs. a would be transferred to it since, as appears in Table 1, the tax is 

easier collected at the stage of generation of the value added in the exporting state. Also, since the Rs. 3 are not 
• 

collected in a net amount but, rather, through a credit of Rs. 13 against a debit of Rs. 16, the matter becomes 

complicated. The credit for inputs purchased would have to be given in the exporting stat1 while the debit for 

output tax could be designed to be collected in either the exporting or the importing state. In either case, the 

importing state would need to somehow receive the net Rs. 3 after an appropriately devised mechanism of debit 

and credit that would involve administrations of both states. One method that was widely discussed until the mid-
• 

1990s was a "clearing house" mechanism in which the exporting state would be responsible for both debit and 

credit, and would deposit the Rs. 3 VAT in a common pool. At the end of the year the collection would be 

distributed among states in reflection of their relative consumptions. Mutual cooperation among states would be 

imperative to administer such a destination based VAT and it has not been accepted by any country or EU either 

operating or discussing an interstate VAT. 

Varsano ( 1995, 1999) offered an alternative to the discussion by introducing the possibility of the central 

government administering the interstate portion of the state-level VAT in the case of Brazil. Gonsales-Cano (1996) 

recommended the same for Argentina. Technical assistance provided by the International Monetary Fund in the 

second half of the 1990s looked into its operational ramifications and pointed towards several lacunae that need to 

be addressed before implementation. The method has not yet been accepted in any instance. 

In a nutshell, Varsano's suggestion is that interstate trade be taxed independently by the central 

government. Mclure (2000) recently endorsed the concept and proposed that the central tax rate on interstate 

trade should be an average of the intrastate VAT rates. Operationally, the tax could function as follows . . The VAT 

return could have two columns, one for intrastate transactions and the other for interstate transactions. Copies of 

the same return would be sent to the home-state of the taxpayer and to the central authorities. In the Centre's 

column, the taxpayer would report the transactions carried out in each state for all interstate transactions. The 

Centre would routinety consolidate each state's due reflecting the destination principle and distribute the revenue 

accordingly. 

It is noteworthy that: ( 1) this operation could be carried out even . by a state-level administration that could 

be set up by the states themselves if they could cooperatively set up such an institution; and (2) that there is no 

particular imperative that interstate trade be subjected to a different tax as it were. The consolidation of VAT returns 

would use appropriate rates of different states which should not be difficult in a computerised model for revenue 

calculation. 

The lacuna of Versano's proposal lies essentially in forging agreement among states to hand over 

interstate taxation to the Centre even when they cannot decide amongst themselves to the mechanisms were they 

to administer it themselves. In political terms, it is not apparent why states would be willing to opt for the Centre to 
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operate part of their VAT structure rather than set up a clearing house themselves. Smaller issues have arisen 

regarding how. to treat registered 1ersus non-registered dealers, for example. Keen (2000) has proposed an 

appropriate distinction. These proposals do not render them politically any more acceptable. 

, 

It is not surprising that Brazil and the European Union (EU), both operating a state-level VAT have opted 

essentially for an origin-based mechanism for the interstate component of the VAT (Silvani and dos Santos (1996) 

for Brazil; and Commission of the European Communities ( 1992) for the EU). The EU has called the arrangement 

temporary with no finalisation in sight and Brazil has been unable to resolve through internal debate or multilateral 

technical assistance sought by the authorities. 

Canada's experience· with the state-level VAT has been quite complex as epitomised in a description in 

Bird (2000). The Centre applies a VAT called the Goods and Services Tax (GST) and states have ~evised their 

own VAT versions resulting in a veritable structural mix. To quote Bird (2000): 

11

Four provinces apply a separate retail sales tax (RST) to the GST-exclusive tax base. In one small 

provincet the provincial RST is applied to the GST-inclusive tax base. In three small provinces, there is a 

Joint federal-provincial VAT, called the Harmonised Sales Tax (HST) and administered by the federal 

government at a uniform rate of 15 percent. Finally. in one province (Quebec) there is a provincial VAT, the 

Quebec Sales Tax (QST), applied to the GST-inclusive tax base. The QST is administered by the provincial 

govemment1 which also administers the GST in the province on behalf of the federal government" (p.2). 

·Both the QST1 and the federal GST are broad-based taxes on consumption. The GST is imposed at a 

single rate of 7 percent which applies to most taxable goods and services consumed in Canada. The OST 

now has one general tax rate of 7.5 percent. which is applied to the price of the good or service including 

the GSTt so that the combined rate is 15.025 percent. Although the QST initially imposed different rates for 

goods and services and had several differences in base from the GST, most significant differences 
between the two taxes have now vanished" (p. 2). 

ft is curious that Bird (2000) should then infer: 

·canada thus offers a variety of interesting situations: separate federal and provincial VATs administered 

provinciallyt joint federal and provincial VATs administered federally, and separate provincial RSTs 

administered separately. Only the QST and the HST are discussed here. 

"On the whole, therefore, it is not misleading to consider that the OST and GST as they now exist constitute 

an operational 
11

dual VA r system. The rates of the two taxes are set quite independently by the respective 

· governments. The tax bases are also determined independently I although they are essentially the same. 

From the beginning, both taxes have been collected in Quebec by the Quebec Department of Revenuen (p. 
2). 
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The above description of the Canadian VAT should be an eye-opener to how a complex national VAT (centre 

and states) might develop. In a country of 15 million population or less with ample resources to administer and 

monitor the tax system, of course any VAT structure could be presumed to be administerable. That does not, 
r 

however, make it a candidate for emulation. Indeed, it is quite possible that a similar structure in a developing 

country with a low level of available administrative resources, would probably have been seen in a different light. 

No doubt the common criticism of Brazil's prevailing VAT structure pertains partially to such notions. This is not to 

say that Brazil's VAT structure is perfect or that it should be copied elsewhere. But it is certainly not apparent ,n 

what form, Canada's system, often cited as a VAT structure for emulation by international experts, is applicable in a 

developing country such as India. 

Regarding the treatment of inter-province trade, Bird (2000) goes on to say : 

"Taxes on interprovincial sales from one business to another are basically handled by a deferred-payment 

system. Exports from Quebec, whether to another province or another country, are zero-rated. Imports 

into the province from other provinces, or from abroad, are taxable, but the tax is assessed on 

interprovintial imports only when there is a sale by a registered trader to an unregistered trader or 

consumer in the province. Although special regimes apply to automobiles and a few other cases, in 

general there is no attempt to collect tax on interprovincial purchases made directly by finel consumers" 

(p.2). 

·tnterprovinclal trade (in the case of the HST applicable to the three small provinces) is handled as under 

the asr (p.3). 

Thus Canada has moved towards zeo-rating of exports i.e. the destination principle. India should take note that 

this is not impossible to achieve, therefore. Nevertheless, the homogeneity of the Canadian population other than 

Quebec, its low population size, its ample resources indicating the possibility from alternative sources of making up 

some of the likely revenue loss incurred by individual states at the point of transition to the destination principle, in 

combination, appear to have rendered the destination principle feasible. Brazil has devised ways to minimise "tax 

exporting" from rich to poor states by applying a lower ( 12 percent) than the general ( 17 percent) VAT rate. 

Argentina, Brazil, the EU and India, all more complex and populous are continuing to strive towards reaching 

agreement on an appropriately designed destination based VAT and it appears that the processes will take time. 

Bird (2000) does make an interesting case for an origin-based tax at the state level7 which could have some 

relevance for ongoing discussions in India. Given that the origin state provides "cost-reducing public sector 

outtays", he feels that : 

7 
Though he mentions this as an alternative to a corporate inco,nc '"°' or a non-residential property tax that arc prevalent in subnational levels 
in some developed countr ies. 
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"A broad-based levy neutral to factor mix should be imposed, such as a tax on value-added· (p. 4). 

11lt is difficult. however, to find any support along these lines for taxing any one input, however, whether 

labour (payroll tax) or capital (such as the corporate income tax, or CIT)" (p.4). 
4" 

"More precisely, the most appropriate form of VAT for this purpose is a VAT levied on the basis of income 

(production, origin) rather than consumption (destination). Compared to a conventional VAT, such a tax-
_..vhich I call a "business value tax" or BVT-has three important distinguishing features. First, it is levied 

on income, not consumption: that is, it is imposed on the sum of profits and wages, or to put it another 

way, on investment as well as on consumption. Second, it is imposed on production, not consumption: 

that is, it is Imposed on an origin and not destination basis and hence, in effect, taxes exports and not 

imports. And third, it is assessed by the subtraction (or addition) method on the basis of annual accounts 

rather than on a transaction or invoice-credit method" (p.4). 

"The danger of tax exporting and, more importantly, beggar-my-neighbour tax competition suggest that it 

may be advisable to place a floor, and perhaps also a ceiling, on such taxesll (p.5). 

The parallel question remains in the case of India as to whether such a tax could or should be levied even in 

lieu of prevailing distortionary production taxes (even if they are called the sales tax or whatever such name). That 

would have far reaching consequences for the debate over the state-level VAT structure since interstate trade 

based on the origin principle could be reincorporated as an acceptable feature . 
• 

(II) Interstate trade under an Indian VAT 

In the absence of reform of the taxation of interstate trade, Indian states have focussed on intra-state sales 
only for coverage under their VATs until recently. Articles 301 and 304 in the Indian Constitution specify that there 

should be no discrimination in sales tax structures of states between goods inside and outside a state. It may be 

worthwhile pondering if prevailing powers entitle a state to introduce an intra-state VAT (that will not give input tax 
offset to goods purchased outside the state) without inviting litigation from other states. 

Such a VAT would lead to trade diversion. For example, if state A introduces a VAT with input tax credit 

allowed only for inputs bought within the state, any entrepreneur would tend to reduce imports from other states, 

including those from state B. In a chain of such tax induced distortionary behaviour, the entrepre~eur-whether from 

B or A-would face difficulties in selling his product outside his state. This is because entrepreneurs in other states 

would not receive input tax setoff in their own state on the tax they may have paid in another state. This should 

choke common market properties among states. 

Practical questions that remain would include: (i) is input tax credit to be confined only to locally procured 

goods, or only against local sales; (ii) is input tax credit to be denied to finished goods that are consigned out; (iii) if 
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CST is reduced to zero, would the exported finished good be allowed input tax credit: (iv) if local sales of 

manufacturing is low, then would the implied high VAT be acceptable; and others. Thus, to avoid distortiona,y 

practices that would inevitably result, states have to assume a coordinated role in reaching agreement on a 
destination based principle for interstate sales taxation. 

Once such an agreement is reached among states, an appropriate administrative structure for the segment 

pertaining to interstate sales of a state lever VAT has to be devised. One alternative would be to create a clearing 

house mechanism. Here, when state A exports to state B, state A collects the tax to facilitate administration, and 

passes the revenue to the clearing house. At the end of a specified period, an accounting of interstate trade would 

determine the distribution of revenue among states. An administrative and management structure would have to be 
set up and given charge of the ·pool. 

A second alternative would be to gtve the central administration direct responsibility in the form of a 

modified application of Varsano's proposal. Here, sates tax returns of all states would have one column for inter

state sales and a second column for interstate trade. The tax payable on the second column would be submitted to 
the centre. 

8 

At . the end of the year, the central tax administration would distribute the revenue to the importing 
states as indicated from the tax returns. 

A third alternative would comprise a carryover from the present Indian sales tax system of using a "C Form" 

for interstate trade. In the proposed system, the importing state. would issue the C Form to the importer who, upon 

its production in the exporting state, would be exempted from _paying VAT there. Problems related to this alternative 

are: (1) if and how the exporter would receive input tax credit; (2) the possibility of continuance of corruption in 

Issuance and use of the C Form; and (3) check-posts at state borders would become essential. 

Obviously, the first alternative would favour a more active role on the part of the states, provided they could 

organise and arrive at a coon:Jinated mechanism that they are willing and able to manage themselves, albeit with . . 
central support and guidance if they so wished. But the second alternative gives a much more visible role to the 

central tax administration in that it has to actually administer the interstate portion of the state level VAT. 

Alternatively, an all-states VAT administration could be set up to carry out exacUy the same function-that of 

administering only the interstate portion of their VAT. The third alternative has its attraction in that it is a mere 

modification of an already known system but it also has disadvantages as already mentioned. 

All these matters need to be urgently discussed by the states to arrive at a meaningful VAT. Indeed, in 

1996, the Ministry of Finance constituted a Group of Officials and Experts to Study the Problem of Taxation of 

Inter-State Sales, comprising experts, state finance secretaries and sales tax commissioners. Its report' made 

specific recommendations regarding how to proceed, step by step, to a destination based taxation of interstate 

8 

The tax payable on the first column would be submitted to the state tax administration. 9 

Rcpon of the Group of Officials and Experts on ·raxation of Interstate Sales. Govcrnrncnt of India. Ministry of Finance. New Delhi. I 996. 
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sales from the prevailing origin based structure. 10 This would involve a division of revenue from the 4 percent 

Central Sales Tax (CST) on interstate trade between the origin and the destination states, with an increasing share 

for destination states. 

• 
The issue of CST has been revived recently but in a partial form in terms of the above approach. Thus, the 

new understanding is that the CST would be brought down to 3 percent without, however, any plan for recouping 

the lost revenue from the 1 percent point reduction for distribution to destination states. Neither have considerations 

for revenue compensation to states loosing revenue from this shift been fully addressed. Indeed, it is expected 

under this scheme that the CST would be eventually brought down to zero. While this would avoid the problem of 

creating a clearing house (described above), it would lead to revenue loss. 

In this scheme, the third alternative mentioned above has been proposed to be utilised. To elaborate, an 

exporting state will not collect any tax and, instead, the importing state would have to collect the tax on its imports 

(as well as on stock transfer). This option is worth examining provided exporting states are willing to accept it. As 

explained, the importing state would have to issue a 11C Form" that the exporting state would have to accept and 

thus not tax the importer. The importer would have to pay the input tax in his own state and receive credit 

downstream in the chain of production and distribution. However, this would require great cooperation among 

states' commercial tax departments in terms of exchange of information on cross-border trade. At present. this kind 
' 

of communication does not exist. Indeed it may need as much cooperation as in the case of a clearing house. And 

the expectation of ~tates that the Centre would compensate them for any revenue loss has not fructified in the form 

of any actual allocation. 
• 

The Empowered Committee needs to put all these aspects on the table to consider what is most suitable in 

the Indian context and weigh them carefully. The formation of a committee of Sales Tax Commissioners in 

December 2000 seems to be a step in the right direction If they are to preview some of these aspects carefully and 

present well considered positions to the Finance Ministers who could then take wen coordinated decisions. A newty 

formed committee of Finance Secretaries is also looking into these matters. It _is hoped that the three levels will 

maintain appropriate communication and coordination, culminating in the acceptance of a workable system. This is 

because it is imperative for states not to introduce their own intra-state VATs but to include interstate trade under 

the absence of a full resolution, a buoyant revenue base for states, based on a comprehensive VAT-including both 

interstate and intra-state sales-cannot be structured adequately. 

In sum, a clear position has to emerge on the following issues if interstate rivalries in taxation with 

unwarranted consequences of an uncoordinated VAT, both in terms of economic distortions and revenue 

productivity, are not to occur. First, states that have been slow so far in conceptualising an appropriate VAT for 

themselves have to take appropriate action perhaps through technical assistance from other states in practical 

aspects of VAT implementation. Second, just as in the case of the designing of the floor rates of the sales tax, it 

IO l . . b d n an origin ase system, revenue accrues to the state that exports a good to another state. In a destination based system. revenue accrues 
to the imponing state. Since the VAT is a tax on consumption. it should necessarily be based on the latter principle. 
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would be optimal to design a harmonised state level VAT in terms of a rate structure (with floor rates) and VAT 

base (with a common negative list) that is acceptable to all states. Thirdt interstate sales will have to be brought 

under the harmonised VAT base. Fourth, a practical administrative structure for the interstate portion of the state 

level VAT--whether it be a clearing house, or direct administration by the centre or a pooled state administrationt or 
,,. 

one using the "C Form" and based on close cooperation among state administrations for exchange of information--

would have to be agreed upon and implemented. 

The Issue of Service Taxation 

Unfortunately, thus for India has gone about the issue of service taxation in a fallacious manner. Services, 

as a taxable entity, has not been mentioned in the constitution. As a result, it is considered to fall in the ·residual 

category" which the Constitution assigns to the Centre. As services have grown to occupy more than 50 percent of 

India's GDP, the Centre has tended to bring in selected services in the tax base. The original attempt in 1997 led to 

a national strike by interstate transporters who were brought under taxation. The 2001/02 budget has added more 

services to this list though the mann~r in which the tax base will be defined in many of them is not yet clear. 

Further, the "service tax''. as it is called, is considered as a separate tax. It has a low tax rate of 5 percent 

and does not allow any input tax credit. Thus it has no relation to the principles of the central VAT (CENVAn that 

operates on the credit principle with respect to commodities. As such a low tax rate implies a low potential revenue 

yield. The first urgent step would, therefore, be the amalgamation of the service tax into the CENVAT structure at a 

comparable rate. 

The second step needed is to allow states to tax services. Services could comprise a concurrent list for the . 

Centre and states or, if that is not feasible, to draw up a distinct states list. There are ample reasons why services 

that are typically consumed within a statets boundary, with little interstate ramifications, such as laundry tnd 

drycleaning, landscaping, hotels and restaurants, miscellaneous repair servicest and many others. should be taxed 

~Y the state. Maharashtra and some other states have already developed exhaustive lists of services that they 

should be able to tax. 

Such a measure should be seen in light of the fact that states already tax selected services that have been 

specifically assigned to them such as professional services, entertainment services, lotteries and racing, certain 

deemed luxury services, and so on. There is no particular. reason, therefore, that a broader category of services 
cannot be assigned to the states. 

Assignme~t of services to the states should make it possible for states to move somewhat more easily to 

the destination principle for their VAT, .rather than waiting for central grants as an enabling factor. It is, therefore, to 

the Centre's interest to move quickly on the matter. An advisory group in the Ministry of Finance made 

recommendations in 2000 regarding widening the base for the taxation of services some of which were brought in 
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the 200-1-02 budget. But it did not specifically raises the issue of tax assignment. It is hoped that this aspect will 

also be addressed soon. 

Only with the incorporation of services. first into the CENVAT base and, second. in the states' VAT base, 
r 

can the concept of a broad-based national VAT be perceived as an eventual possibility. If such a consumption tax 

is to be in the offing, it is imperative that both these matters are put out front in the tax reform agenda of India. 

A National VAT is the Ultimate Goal 

If one traverses the recent history of India's sales tax reform process, one is impressed by both the 

considerable obstacles that have been faced, and how some of them have beer, overcome. Disharmony in federal 

tax relations bore heavily upon the behaviour of the sales tax. It reflected both competition in rates and an erosion 

of the base through incentives for new investments. In December 1995, state finance ministers met and declared 

that they would not grant tax incentives after April 1997 which undercut one another's tax bases. Then they have 

continued to grant incentives. In December 1996, they met again to re-emphasise their original intentions, and 

intermittently. The states continued to compete in eroding their tax bases, until they agreed to introduce floor rates 

for groups of commodities ultimately in April 2000. . 

The movement from the origin principle to the destination principle should be similarly judged on the basis 

of the complexities of current practice and the revenue implications for exporting states of any change. This is 

because currently, states not only levy the sales tax on the _basis of the origin principle, but. for revenue reasons. 

they tax final goods, raw materials, intermediate goods, and capital goods, since the tax is levied at the 

manufacturer-importer stage, the more a state produces. it receives more revenue and also "exports" higher retail 

prices to states that import its goods. India's need to replace its present cascading consumption and production 

taxes with a well-coordinated VAT has already happened at the central level with the excise structure. A 

comparable base for separate state and central VATs would be desirable in a "concurrent" VAT system. Because 

important administrative and political realities cannot be ignored, a dual system in which the VAT is levied by the 

two levels of government independently would take a longer time to be implemented though it should remain the 

ultimate goal. 

In practical terms, this should amount first to conversion of the present Union CENVAT into a 

manufact~rers' VAT, with extension to selected services; rationalisation of rates, with eventually only one rate, 

would be determined by revenue needs. Second should be the adoption of destination-based VATs on goods (and 

some services) by the states on a harmonised base with few exemptions, in place of their existing sales taxes, with 

two or three rates within specified bands. While this would represent a big stride in the right direction. a few 

cautionary notes are needed. If a well structured intergovernmental VAT emerges. there are sorne good reasons 

for- keeping excises on sumptuary items separate. Not the least of these is to relieve pressure for multiple VAT 

rates. Much of the potential economic benefit of a VAT system comes from operating on a large tax base with 

services taxed broadly. A discussion between the Centre and states is long overdue given that the Centre alone 
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has initiated service taxation. Agreement on the base for services might be easier to achieve if the d1s~:..s~:i."'::"'1S and 

negotiations focus on what should be explicitly excluded rather than what new items should be covered. 

India needs a well conceived strategy for progress towards a co•ordinated systen, with salient effects for 
• 

general government fiscal consolidation. A national VAT-comprising central and state governments-must remain 

the ultimate goal. 
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COUNTRY 

ASIA 
China 
People's 
Republic of 

lndories1a 
!apan 
Kore2 

Table 3. VAT : Cross-Country Selected Features 

YEAR I VAT I STAGE ___ I TAX 
VAT FORM DASE 
INTRO 

1984 Production 

l98S Consumption 
f989 Consun1ption 
1977 Consumption 

Manu
facturing 

Wholesale 
Retail 
Retail 

Selected 
Industrial 
Goods 

O&S 
G&S 
G&S 

NO.OF 
RATES 
AT 
INTRO 

12 

I 
1 
l 

RATES 
CURRENT 
NUMBER 

12 

1 
I 
I 

VAT 
PRINCIPLE 

Destination 

Destination 
Destination 
Destination 

I\.IETHOD Of.' 
CALCULATION 

Substraction 

Credit 
Credit 
Credit 

Republic of 
EUROrt~·-·--r----t------t----+----f---+-----+-----+---------J 
Belgium I I 971 Consumption Retail <'..·&s . - 3 6 -Destination Credit 
France ____ J._~~R Consumption Retail G&S 4 6 Destination Credit 

I
I Gl!nn:int_. ___ : _!"(,,g Consumption Retiil G&S 2 2 Destination Creditl · 

Icily , : 97 3 Consumption Retiil G&S 3 4 Destination Credit 
I-:'-:--:---:--· - -·--. ·-.... ·-· - ·-- - -

Netherl;,:-;:..: t <:;f/; , Consumption Rctaii G&S 2 i I Destm:umn I Credit · 
('onsumpuon Reu1I G&S I l Des1ination Credit United ----- - , ... j-~,~i) 

Kingdom : 
Bulg:1na ·-·_~_':_-~; ··y~r., i_-· i Consumption ' Re13il G&s· 2 2 Destimttion Credit . 
Hung:iry _ : ~-~~1) j Consumption Ret:til G&S 2 2 Dest~na~n Cred~t 1 

1 
Tt:"key • : 9~5 J lnc4,1mc Rc:1211 G&S I 5 Destmat1on Credu 

I ___ J __ --- _]'ypc ---'--· ___ ..._ ____ ......._ ___ _.__ ____ __,'--------''-----------t 
\\'esl~rn Hemi)phen: 
Argentin;i l975 

. ·-·--· -r--:· r CJnS_l.l!TIPtif\n I Retiil G&S 1 I Destination C~dit 
Brazil 1967 Consumption I Ret:til G&S 1 2 Credit 

Origin/ • 

__ 1_ Destination• , 
;·--::c:::-a-na-d'a--·---.-+-=,~99~1 --+-c=-o_n_s-um_p....,.tir->n + -~t:lil G&S I · 1 Destination•• Credit : 

' Chile 1975 Consumpnon Retail G&S 2 I Destination Credit 1 

I Colombia I 197 s·--fc:;n!.umptiu~· R eui I I G I 3 I 2 I Destination I Credit I 
s taxed 
selectively I 

1 I- ~1ex~co .~~ :h 9~o ___ J ( onsump~l ~t Rel.ail I G&S I I I 3 I Destination Credit 

<, & S-= Gnc.d~ '· ~~ .. ,. ,_.: .. 

·~t .. tc:s u~ or.~::: r-; ,!"!ci.-,le, tr-\l'Ll@i:'. some rate: ,t.,\.·ontmod:itions are msde to approach the destination principle. 
•*Not all pro\ i r. ',; .- :i.ive as ycL op1cd for the VA r 

.,, 

• 



Table 4. VAT : Cross-Country Treatment Of Essential Commodites 

COUNTRY UNPRO- PRO-
CESSED CESSED 
FOOD FOOD 

ASIA 
Indonesia X s 

Japan s s 

Korea X s 
Republic of 

EUROPE 
Belgium L L 

France L s 
Germany L ~· L,S 

federal 
Republic 
ll31y L L 
Netherlands L L 
United z z,s 
Kingdom 

Hungary z z 
Turkey L s 

WESTERN HEMISPHERE 
Argentina X X,S 
Brazil X s 
Canada z Z,S 

-Chile s s 
----Colombia X z 

Mexico z L 

S-STANOARD RA TE 
H•HlGH (ABOVE STANDARDO 
T=TAXEOSEPERATELY 
L+-EXCISE 

. 

CLOTW DRUGS/ ELECTRITY 
FOOT 
WEAR 

s 

s 

s 

L,Sl,H 

s 
s 

L,S 
s 
Z,S 

L,S 
s 

s 
s 
s 

s 
s 
s 

MEDI• 
CINE 

s . s 

s s 

s s 

L St 

L s 
s s 

L . L+ 
L L 
s z 

z z 
s s 

X s 
X s 
x,s s 

s s 
z X 
L s 

Z•ZERORATE 
L•LOW OR REDUCED RA TE 
X•EXEMPT 
Sl•INTERMEOIA TE RA TE 

.., 1 

r 

\VATER NE\\"'~-
PAPER 
BOOKS 

s X 

s s 

X X 

L X.Z.L 

L L 
L L 

L X.L 
L L 
z z 

z z 
s L 

. 

X X 
s s 
X s 

s s 
X z 
z X 

PUBLIC PARTICULARS 
TRANS· 
PORT 

X Domestic air 
transportation 
is subject to VAT 

s 

X Transportauon by 
air or taxi s. t. 
standard rate 

L SI is on intermediate rate 
of 17% Standard r:itc is 
19°/o 

L 
L.S ,. 

X + excise tax 

L 
z Prescription drugs and 

water tbr non•ind11strial 
useZ 

z 
z Water for agriculture is 

exe1npt 

X 
s Federal VAT, States 

X Prescription drugs & 
medical devices are 
exempt 

X 
X 
x,s Air or rail transportation 

is s.t standard rate 

1' 
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LAUNDRY 

COUNTRY 
. 

-ASIA 
China T 

• 
People Rep. 
lndonesi.1 s 

Jap:in s 

Korea Republic s 
Of 
EUROPE 
Belgium SI 
Fr:mcc s 

! Gc:m-~n y ,. s 
Federal Rep. 
' t.l' I l ,y s 

I ~e thcrl:ands s 
United s 
Kingdom 

Hungary s 
Turkey s 

: 
' ,v£STER:'1J HE~11SPHf.RE -- - - -Argenlina 

: Brazil~ - -i T+ 
I 

c:in'ida- ---t-s 
( 'h'I• i-r-5 1.~ . 

Co!ombil I X 

Table 5. VAT : Cross-Country Treatment of Selected Services 

HOT£U AMUSE- TELECO~t- REPAIR/ LEASING FREIGHT/ ADVER. PROFES. I\IEDICAL PARTICULARS 
REST· ~IENT ~1UNCA TJONS MAINT. ~IOV- STORAGE TISING S10NAU 
AURANT l\.10V- ABLE ADMIN LEGAL 

ABLE GOODS 
GOODS 

r T T T T T T T T Business Tax 
. on servtces 

X s s s s s X s X Integrated 
+Devt. Tax 

S+ s s s s s s s X integrated 
+Excise Tax 

S+ S+ s s s s s X X Integrated 
+Excise Tax 

.. 
L.SI X,L s s s s S+ I X,~ .. - X 

I L.S L,S,X s s s s ~ IX ,~ I Integrated 
::; X,L s s s s s I .s !r.tegr:it~d ,. 

- ·· 
L s X,L s s s s s X Integrated 
L L.S X s s s L,S L,S X Integrated 
s s s S · s s s X Integrated 

z.s x.z.s z L s L s x,s z lnlegr.ited 
s s s s s s s s z lntcgr:ued 

. ,~ 
T+ 

I ~'.s l+ I~ T I: T 
,~ 

T I ~ .. X+ I~ T I ~, X I: X 
I ~ntegratcd . _ 

~btc/ ,nu01c1p I 
-t~-- excise taxes 

S -· - t--;.,_ S S S S S S X Integrated , 

S+,S -- x.s • L S x- X X X X Services taxed 
selectively . 

s c·, s s s s s X X Jntcgratcd I 

l ~\1<!; _k_o __ -.--,-s-----,-s--.--.-_.J ~.),ii S+ S s S S S X ~~:~:c~ax ~ 

S=STA~'DARD RATF, H=HIGH (ABOVE STANDARD).1.=T,\XED SEPARATEL r·, Z= ZERO RATE. L=LOWER RATE, 
X= EXE~tp·r, Sl=IN'J ER.MEDL\.TE RATE~ S+=STANDARD PLUS AN EXCISE RATE 

Note : Source for the tables should be mentioned as Tax Policy Division, Fiscal Affairs Department, International Monetary Fund. 
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I 
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I 
··1 
d .. I 

' i 

I 
I 

I.Leg. & Rules 

Finalise drnfl . 
tax law 

Auxiliary law 

Draft Rules 

M inistty of Law Review 

Law returned to CCT 

Rcv1ew by Cabinet 
,.. 

Ordinance and Gazetting 

II. Publicity 
Private sector discussion 

Private sector consult on 
operation 

Copies for 
trade/professions . 

Seminar for 
trade/professions 

Finali1c VAT guide 

Finalize Registntion 
leaflet 

Registration advertising 

Implementation 
advertising 

Payment advertising 

2001 
January February March April May 

~ 

~ 

,. 

. 

Table 6. : VAT Time Table 

2002 
June July August September October November December Janu.iry February March April 

... 
... 

~ ... 

~ ... 
~ ... 
~ .. ,.. .. 

~ ... 

~ ... 
~ ... ~ 

~ 
. ... . 

~ .. , r 

- ~ 

, ... 
~ .. 

Ill. Advttdai•& 

.. ... .. ... 
.. .. 

·-·- ·-. -,,; 
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2001 2002 
January February March April May June July August Seplember October November December January February March April 

IV. OrcaaizatioaaC 

Suff to VAT <.:ell ~ .... 
Org:iniia:ion structure _... -

"' ....-

Finalize no. of tax payers ... --... .... 

Stiff to administer . .... ... 
.... ... 

Man:iger & Supervisers ... .... 
.... ... 

Auditors & Processors .... .... 
.... ... 

Data entry stiff - ... 
.... ... 

Debt collection suff ... 
"' 

V.~ncioaat 

. -- I Design audit system .... .. 
.... .... 

I 
Design Registr2tion 

---,. .. .... ,. - ,. 
System 

-~ Retums/Paymcnl/Process• 
~ .... ing system 

VI.Forms • ' 
Finalize registration ... .. 

• 

! 
application Conn "' ... 

. . . . 
Finalize regi.:.tration ... .... 
certificate .... ... 

. . . . 

Finalize ~tum form .... .. 
.... .... 

Print registtation 
application form 

Print registration 
caufaic ... ... 

.... ....-

Print retum form ... -.... ,,,.. 

' 



2001 
2002 . January Feb!'Uary March April May June July August Scptcl!1ber October November December January February March Apri . 

VII. Computer Devefopme•t I 

Decide computer 
allocation 

. 
(Complete user spaces -
registration system) 

Develop registration 
system 

Test registration system 

Load final registration 
data base early supn 

Complcle usm spaces. --
On going system 

Develop ongoing sysacm 
. 

Test and develop ongoing 
Sysf,CIII ~ . , 

VIII.MaHala 

Prep. inilial stall manual ~ 

~ ... . 
Prep. supplim. manual 

~ .... . . 
Prep. audit and 
coq,liancc manual . . 

IX.Training Drlivery 

Preliminary training .... , • 

General training 
.. 

-, 
Audit training delivery 

-..... 

• 
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r ... ... ~---· -n~:ry I Fcbruar; I M3rch I·::: 1:~~-1_;nc·1 ~~~~ I A~SU5t I Scptc~r I Ocl~~- I ~ovembcr Occr,mbcr .J=:.ir: Fcbru3~_Lfarc~ .-~.,.~ 
(.X). Registration ,nd lmpk?mertlation 

I 
I 
I 

I 
.• . ·- - - · - - - . l 

·---t-------------------------------- • _ _:_-~I 
_.. ···-·--··- • 1 

~ • ~-= . -.. --- --__ -__ -:-.. I 

J~,;uc rcg1str.iuon 
appliCJtton fo~ 

Issue registration 
ccrtific.1re~ 

L---- -Conduc~ a,tv,sory v1s1ts 

L ---- -·-Issue firs, Jt:ium tonr..~ I . 

- - - - - . . - . -.- -=-~ I R.ecci\ e :ir\t pay~-; 

ldcnii,y delaulters :-e--:-~~-~-------------------------------------·- · - ·- -~ -..... 
Pursue det.iulters . ------ - 4 - - -

• ~ 
-- - .... -- - ~ XI. l\tonicorinc C tll 

, follow pncc movcmmis'· 
... ... ,_, -

~ • - ····· I Inform tr:iders I . . 
~ • I Acuon taken ~ • 

• 

• 



Table 7. Methodology for VAT Base Calculation 
' 

A. Total baseline revenue 

I. West Bengal Sales Tax 
ii. Central Sales Tax 
iii. Other taxes to be combined 

B. Taxable local turnover (TO) 

(only locally manufactured and traded output since there will be no VAT on interstate 
trade initially) 

C. (Differentiate among outputs subject to different VAT rate•) 

For example: 
Say, share of turnover in primary commodities: 35% 
Say, share of turnover in other commodities: 65% 

· Then; 

I. Turnover In primary commodities (lower VAT rate applicable) 
fl. Turnover In other commodities (higher VAT rate applicable) 

D. Inputs 

i. Inputs In B (x% of B, say 55%) 
ii. Inputs to be exempted (y% of B) 
HJ. Inputs to be given cre'ttlt (x•yo/. of B) 

E. (Differentiate among Inputs subject to different VAT rate•) 

I. Inputs in D HI matched against primary commodltlN C I 
ii. Inputs In D Iii matched against other commodltlee C II 

F. Taxable turnover 

(CI minus E i) + (C ii minus E If) 

G. Other modifications needed for calculation of VAT base 

I. Broaden VAT base 

• 
Reflect withdrawal of any sales tax exemptions 

II. Plant and machinery {&bate 

Phase in over 5 years, 3 years, or Immediate rebate 

Iii. Turnover outside VAT base 
' 

Petrol, diesel, kerosene 
Country liquor 

~i : : 



;v. Reduction in base reflecting VAT threshold 

lrnpact of allowing compounding above VAT threshold 
• 

. . hnpact of any reduction in tax evasion 

r!. Calculation of required VAT rates 

J. If single VAT rate. divide total currant revenue A by total base F, 
and then up1,J·, UlOdificatlons from Gas applicable 

ii. If tv,c \'AT rat~s. divide appropriate combinations from A by 
Fi d••" r i1. and apply modifications from Gas applicable 

--·. ···- ····-----·--·---·-------------
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